
SOLUTION OF OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS BY A POINTWISE PROJECTEDNEWTON METHODC.T. KELLEY� AND E.W. SACHSyAbstract. In the context of optimal control of ordinary di�erential equations, we prove local superlinear convergence andconstraint identi�cation results for an extension of the projected Newton method of Bertsekas. The estimates are also valid fordiscretized versions of the method-problem pair.Key words. projected Newton iteration, optimal controlAMS(MOS) subject classi�cations. 47H17, 49K15, 49M15, 65J15, 65K101. Introduction. In many areas of optimal control the problems are formulated with simple constraintson the control. For this type of problems, the gradient projection type algorithms have proven to be quitesuccessful, because they are able to take into account the structure of the underlying optimization problem.Another interesting feature of these methods is that they often can be formulated in in�nite dimensionalspaces which is important for the application to optimal control problems.In general, let H denote a Hilbert space and for some closed convex subset U 2 H consider the opti-mization problem Minimize �(u) subject to u 2 U:(1.1)If P : H ! U denotes the projection onto the feasible set, then the gradient projection method iterates aregiven by u+ = P(uc � �cr�(uc))(1.2)where � > 0 is determined by a step-size rule. In Hilbert space, this algorithm has been formulated andinvestigated by Goldstein [10] and Levitin and Polyak [14]. The books [4] and [3] discussed the convergenceproperties of gradient projection methods. In [7] a thorough convergence analysis of the gradient projectionmethod was presented which yields various convergence rates of the algorithm under various assumptions.Since the gradient projection method as presented in (1.2) is based on and identical for U = H withthe steepest descent method, its convergence properties exhibit locally a rather slow rate. This was themotivation to extend Newton's method to a projection method. There are basically two routes by whichthis goal can be achieved.If one considers in the unconstrained case a Newton step as the solution of the minimization of a quadraticapproximation of � at the current iterates uc, then for a problem of the type (1.1) one would have to solveMinimize (r�(uc); u� uc) + 12(u� uc;r2�(uc)(u� uc)) subject to u 2 U:(1.3)This algorithm has been analyzed in [14] and [6]. The disadvantage of the method (1.3) is that at each stepa quadratic problem with constraints needs to be solved. The simplicity of the constraints cannot be usedin a direct way through the projection P except in solving the quadratic problem.The other route to extend Newton's method to the constrained case is as follows: Instead of projectingthe steepest descent direction onto the feasible set one projects the Newton direction onto the feasible set.u+ = P(uc � �c(r2�(uc))�1r�(uc))(1.4)� North Carolina State University, Department of Mathematics, Box 8205, Raleigh, N. C. 27695-8205. The research ofthis author was supported by National Science Foundation grant #DMS-9024622, Air Force O�ce of Scienti�c Research grant#AFOSR-FQ8671-9101094, and North Atlantic Treaty Organization grant #CRG 920067. Computing was partially supportedby an allocation of time from the North Carolina Supercomputing Center.y Universit�at Trier, FB IV { Mathematik, Postfach 3825, 5500 Trier, Federal Republic of Germany. The research of thisauthor was supported by the Volkswagen-Stiftung and North Atlantic Treaty Organization grant #CRG 920067.1



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 2This method utilizes again the simple projection but has the drawback that it does not always produce adescent in the objective function. Bertsekas [1] and [2] introduced for the �nite dimensional case with simpleconstraints such as upper and lower bounds on the variables a projected Newton method which alleviatedthis problem. For H = Rn let u+ = P(uc � �cD�1c r�(uc))(1.5)where Dc is a properly chosen matrix such that descent in the objective function is ensured. Let CJ denotethe map which sets the components which lie in J of a vector u 2 Rn to zero. Then Bertsekas suggestedthat Dc = CTJr2�(uc)CJ + CTJcICJcwhere J contains the components of uc which are active and the corresponding components of r�(uc) pointoutside the feasible set. Jc denotes the complement of J in the index set. This algorithm combined witha proper step-size rule can be shown to converge locally at a quadratic rate since it identi�es all activeconstraints after �nitely many steps and becomes Newton's method for an unconstrained problem. Theassumptions required for superlinear convergence of the method proposed in this paper include assumptionsof the type of second order su�ciency 2.4 and of nondegeneracy 2.3. An approach similar to (1.3) might notneed the latter assumption, however at the expense of a larger problem (1.3) to be solved at each step.Since optimal control problems are problems formulated in function space, an analysis of the projectedNewton method in this framework would give some insight for the case of �ne discretizations. As shownin [12] this issue is important because the identi�cation of �nite indices is only mesh independent if propermeasures are taken. The goal of this paper is to extend the algorithm to the in�nite dimensional setting ofoptimal control problems.The class of problems we seek to solve isminimizeZ T0 L(x(t); u(t); t) dtover u 2 U such that x 2W 1;1N [0; T ] solves_x(t) = f(x(t); u(t); t); x(0) = x0; t 2 (0; T ):Here f : RN � R� [0; T ]! RN and L : RN � R� [0; T ]! R and for t 2 [0; T ] we let U be given byU (t) = fu 2 L1[0; T ] jumin(t) � u(t) � umax(t)gwith umin and umax in L1[0; T ].The projection P is the map on L1[0; T ] given byP(u)(t) = 8<: umin(t); if u(t) � umin(t),u(t); if umin(t) � u(t) � umax(t),umax(t); if u(t) � umax(t), :(1.6)We use the notationL1N [0; T ] = L1([0; T ];RN); W 1;1N [0; T ] = W 1;1([0; T ];RN)for the spaces of RN valued functions on [0; T ] having components in L1[0; T ] and W 1;1[0; T ] respectively.If w : [0; T ]! RN has components wi the norms on L1N [0; T ] and W 1;1N [0; T ] are given bykwkL1N [0;T ] = NXi=1 kwikL1[0;T ] and kwkW1;1N [0;T ] = NXi=1 kwikW1;1[0;T ]:



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 3The L1 and W 1;1 are de�ned bykukL1[0;T ] = ess-supt2[0;T ]ju(t)j and kukW1;1[0;T ] = kukL1[0;T ] + kdu=dtkL1[0;T ]We will work in the spacesX =W 1;1N [0; T ]�W 1;1N [0; T ]� L1[0; T ] and Y = L1N [0; T ]� L1N [0; T ]� L1[0; T ]:For the unconstrained case, the �rst order necessary conditions for optimality can be de�ned in termsof the Hamiltonian function H : RN � RN � R�R! RH(p; x; u; t) = fT (x; u; t) p+ L(x; u; t); (p; x; u; t) 2 R2N+2Usually, p 2W 1;1N [0; T ] denotes the solution of the adjoint equation� _p = fTx p+ LTx ; p(T ) = 0:For simplicity we will also use the notation for the HamiltonianH(p; x; u)(t) := H(p(t); x(t); u(t); t); t 2 [0; T ]and likewise for the partial derivatives of H.The �rst order necessary conditions for the unconstrained case can be expressed as the system of nonlinearequations F (z) = F (p; x; u) = 0@ _x� f(x; u; �)_p+Hx(p; x; u)Hu(p; x; u) 1A = 0@ 000 1A(1.7)for z = (p; x; u)T 2 X and F : X ! Y . The advantage of solving the system (1.7) over applying a Newton-like method directly to rf = Hu = 0 is that the linear equations for the Newton steps in (1.7) can beexpressed as linear equations for the new iterates without solving a nonlinear di�erential equation.For the constrained case, the third equation in (1.7) must be modi�ed to take the constraints intoaccount. The system of nonlinear equations we consider here isF(z) = F(p; x; u) = 0@ _x� f(x; u; �)_p+Hx(p; x; u)u�P(u �Hu(p; x; u)) 1A = 0@ 000 1A :(1.8)To formulate the algorithm we introduce some more notation: For I � [0; T ], A = [0; T ] n I, and z 2 Xde�ne QIz = (p; x; �Iu)T :FI(z) = QIF (p; x; �Iu+ �Au�):Note that in the de�nition of FI , QIF and not QIF is used. This is important not only to make F 0I wellde�ned but also for the success of the algorithm described in x4.FI can be regarded as a map fromXI = W 1;1N [0; T ]�W 1;1N [0; T ]� L1[I]:to YI = L1N [0; T ]� L1N [0; T ]� L1[I]:



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 4If the third component of FI is understood to be identically zero on A we may also regard FI as a mapfrom X to Y . We will use FI as both a theoretical and computational tool. When used in computation wemust have knowledge of u� on A. This is analogous to identi�cation of the active set in �nite dimensionalproblems [1], [2]. In the in�nite dimensional setting considered in this paper, complete identi�cation of A�is not possible. However, as we will show in Section 4, a useful subset of A� can be identi�ed.The authors extended in [13] Bertsekas' gradient projection method to constrained compact �xed pointproblems. It was combined with a multilevel algorithm of Atkinson and Brakhage and applied to a parabolicboundary control problem with simple bound constraints on the control. In this paper, we do not assume anycompactness of the nonlinear map and analyze the resulting algorithm in in�nite dimensions. As we will seein Section 4 relaxing the assumptions with regard to the compactness gives rise to an additional smoothingstep in the algorithm so that a proper identi�cation of the active set can be done at the subsequent iteration.Section 3 contains a series of lemmas which are rather technical but lead to an important estimate inTheorem 3.5 in which the norm of the residual F can be used in an upper bound on the distance of thecurrent iterate to the solution in the strong X-norm. The transfer from a projection based method whichhas its natural formulation in a Hilbert space like L2 to a L1-type norm in X poses in the analysis of theconvergence various di�culties. In another context this aspect has been the focus of other research activities,see e.g. [9], [8]. The estimate in Theorem 3.5 enables us to show a result on the identi�cation of the set ofactive indices. It estimates the measure of the set on which the active set at the current iterate di�ers fromthe active set of the solution by the distance of the iterate from the solution in the X-norm. This result isthe key for the convergence analysis of the algorithm.In the following algorithmwe set uc = u� on �A, which is a well de�ned step by Lemma 3.7, and then applya projected Newton iteration with �A(zc) as the active set. This yields an intermediate iterate (x1=2; p1=2)for the state and costate. Then a smoothing step for x and p is added which determines the set �A(z+) atthe next iterate properly. The iteration is formally given by the following algorithm.Algorithm proj newt(F ; zc; z+) Choose �p 2 (1=2; 1)1. Compute �A(zc) = ft j jHu(zc)(t)j � kF(zc)k�pY g:2. Set uc = u� on �A(zc).3. Compute the projected Newton step s = �Q�IF 0�I(zc)�1Q�IF (zc):4. Set z1=2 = �P (zc + s) and u+ = u1=2, where�P = 0@ I 0 00 I 00 0 P 1A5. Compute x+(t) = R t0 f(x1=2(s); u+(s); s) ds+ x0p+(t) = R Tt Hx(p1=2(s); x1=2(s); u+(s)) dsApart from the smoothing step, this algorithm di�ers from the gradient projection method given byBertsekas even in the �nite dimensional case. To clarify this point consider a optimal control problem wherein step (1.5) the new state x+ in Bertsekas' algorithm has to be computed by solving the nonlinear systemequation. In Algorithm proj newt the correction for the new state is computed from a linearized version ofthe system equation, see e.g. (6.6).In Section 4 we prove the local convergence of the iterates of the algorithm to the solution which issuperlinear. The order of the rate of convergence is dependent on how stringently the identi�cation of the



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 5active set is carried out. The convergence is of q-order 2�p depending on the choice of �p > 1=2 in �A(z) in thealgorithm. The norm which we use in the convergence statement is the X-norm which is stronger than theY -norm.The contents of Section 5 relate the assumptions of the lemmas and theorems to other assumptionswhich have been used in the literature. In particular, the relation to second order su�ciency conditions isclari�ed. Also, the role of the growth conditions in [6] is indicated in our context.Section 6 contains comments on the implementation of the algorithm. Furthermore, we present for anexample numbers illustrating the convergence rate estimates of the convergence theorem. In particular, thedependence on �p can be observed.2. Notation. In this section we introduce some more notation, assumptions and immediate conse-quences of these.Since U is given by U (t) = fu 2 L1[0; T ] jumin(t) � u(t) � umax(t)gwe de�ne the two point set @U (t) = fumin(t); umax(t)g:We assume the existence of a solution to the �rst order necessary conditions.Assumption 2.1. There exists z� = (p�; x�; u�) such that F(z�) = 0.Since z� 2 X, its range is contained in the bounded setR = f� 2 RN � RN � R j k�k1 � kz�kXg:Also (x; u) 2 R1 � RN � R where R1 = f� 2 RN � R j k�k1 � kz�kXg:Assumption 2.2. There is an open set R0 � R1 such that f; L and their �rst and second partialderivatives with respect to x and u are uniformly Lipschitz continuous on R0 � [0; T ].An immediate consequence of Assumption 2.2 and the fact that for z; w 2 X, F 0(z) � F 0(w) is amultiplication operator and not a di�erential operator is the following lemma.In the rest of the paper we denote function space norms by k � k and norms in Rk byjxj = max fjxjj j j = 1; :::; kg:Lemma 2.1. There are ��; LF ;MF > 0 such that for all z; w 2 N = fv 2 X j kv � z�kX < ��g andt 2 [0; T ], jF (z)(t)� F (w)(t)j �MF jz(t)�w(t)j;(2.1) kF 0(z) � F 0(w)kL(X;Y ) � LF kz �wkY andkF 0(z) � F 0(w)kL(Y;Y ) � LF kz � wkY :(2.2)We de�ne active and inactive sets for u byA(u) = ft ju(t) 2 @U (t)g and I(u) = [0; T ] nA(u) = ft ju(t) 2 int(U )(t)g:(2.3)In (2.3) int(U )(t) is de�ned to be the intervalint(U )(t) = (umin(t); umax(t)):



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 6We let A� = A(u�) and I� = I(u�):If S � Rk for some k and t 2 Rk we denote the distance from t to S bydist(t; S) = inffs 2 S j jt� sjg:As in [13] we make structural assumptions on the active set at the solution.Assumption 2.3. There is � 2 (0; 1) such that umax(t) � umin(t)+� for all t 2 [0; T ]. A� is the closureof a �nite union of open sets. On each component of A� either u = umax or u = umin.Moreover, there is c1 such thatjHu(p�; x�; u�)(t)j � c1dist(t; @A�) for all t 2 A� anddist(t; A�) � c�11 dist(u�(t); @U (t)) for all t 2 I�.(2.4)This assumption is a condition on the slope of the function Hu which is also called switching functionin the control context. In Section 5 we relate Assumption 2.3 to the growth condition in [7]. We also give aconnection to a similar condition in [12] which has been used for the �nite identi�cation of active indices inthe gradient projection method.The fact that we consider problems of dimension one with regard to the control together with theassumption on the structure of A� yields the following lemma, which we give without proof.Lemma 2.2. There is c0 > 0 such that for all � > 0 the setsE� = ft 2 R j dist(t; @A�) < �gare uniformly bounded in measure by �(E�) � c0�:(2.5)We de�ne projections P1 and P2 for z = (p; x; u)T 2 Y byP1z = (p; x; 0)T ; P2z = (0; 0; u)T :The observations that P1F = P1F and QJP1 = P1QJ = P1 for any J � [0; T ] lead to the following result.Proposition 2.3. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold. If I � I� then FI(z�) = 0 and for all t 2 [0; T ]jP1FI(z)(t)j � kP1F(z)kY +MF j(I � QI)(z � z�)(t)j:Proof. Since P1FI(z) = P1QIF (QIz + (I �QI)z�)and P1QIF(z) = P1QIF (z)we have the result by Lemma 2.1.Nonsingularity assumptions are also complicated by the constraints.Assumption 2.4. There are K� and ~� > 0 such that ifI � ft j jHu(p�; x�; u�)(t)j � ~�g(2.6)



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 7then F 0I(z�) is a nonsingular map from XI to YI . Moreover,kF 0I(z�)�1kL(YI;XI ) � K�(2.7)and for any measurable set S � [0; T ]kP1F 0I(z�)�1(I � QS)kL(YI;YI) � K��(S):(2.8)There is ~� such that Huu(p�; x�; u�)(t) � ~�for all t 2 I.This assumption is related to second order su�ciency conditions for optimal control problems. Detailsare discussed in Section 5.3. Identi�cation of the Active Set. We begin by summarizing the de�nitions of the many projectionsthat will be used in the following sections. Beginning with the de�nition of P in (1.6) as the projection of uonto the feasible set we de�ned �P z = (p; x; u)T 2 Y by�P (z) = (p; x;P(u))T :For a measurable set I 2 [0; T ] we de�ned QI(z) = (p; x; �Iu)Twhere �I is the characteristic function of the set I. Finally we de�ne P1 and P2, which decompose z intothe state-costate and control parts byP1(z) = (p; x; 0)T ; P2z = (0; 0; u)T :For z 2 X we let e = (ep; ex; eu)T = z � z�:We want to show that provided kekX is su�ciently small, it can be estimated by a constant multiple ofkFkY . This estimate is important in that it allows us to identify a subset of A�. We will require a sequenceof lemmas.Lemma 3.1. Assume that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 hold. Then there are B0, c2, and �0 > 0such that if z = �P (z) 2 X is such that kekX � �0 then for S(z) = ft ju(t)�Hu(p; x; u)(t) 62 U (t)g\I�\I(u)jP2FI(u)\I�(z)(t)j � B0(kF(z)kY + �S(z)(t)kekY );where �(S(z)) � c2kekY :Proof. We assume that �0 < min(��; �), where �� is the diameter of the set N in Lemma 2.1. We setJ = I� \ I(u) in this proof and set kekY = � � kekX .Observe that P2FJ (z) = (0; 0; �JHu(p; x; �Ju+ �Jcu�))T = (0; 0; �JHu(p; x; u))Tand therefore P2FJ (z) = (0; 0; (1� �S(z))�JHu(p; x; u) + �S(z)Hu(p; x; u)(t))T :(3.1)



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 8On S(z) we have Hu(p�; x�; u�) = 0, since S(z) � J � I�. Hence for t 2 S(z)j�S(z)Hu(p; x; u)(t)j = j�S(z)(Hu(p; x; u)�Hu(p�; x�; u�))(t)j � �S(z)MFkekY :(3.2)For t 2 S(z)c we have u�Hu(p; x; u) 2 U and(1� �S(z))(0; 0;Hu(p; x; u))T = (1� �S(z))P2F(z)and hence j(1� �S(z))Hu(p; x; u)j � kFkY :This proves the �rst part of the assertion with B0 = max f1;MFg.We now complete the proof with an estimate of the measure of S(z). Let t 2 S(z). The estimate (3.2)and Hu(p�; x�; u�)(t) = 0 yieldk�S(z)(u� �Hu(p�; x�; u�) � (u�Hu(p; x; u)))k1 � (1 +MF )�Since u�Hu(p; x; u) 62 U (t) we must havedist(u�(t); @U (t)) � (1 +MF )�Hence, by Assumption 2.3, dist(t; A�) � c�11 (1 +MF )�for any t 2 S(z). Therefore S(z) � ft j dist(t; @A�) � c�11 (1 +MF )�g;and hence, by Lemma 2.2, �(S(z)) � c0c�11 (1 +MF )�:This completes the proof with c2 = c0c�11 (1 +MF ).Corollary 3.2. Assume that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 hold. Then if kekX � �0kP1F 0I(u)\I�(z�)�1P2FI(u)\I�(z)kY � B1(kF(z)kY + kek2Y ):(3.3)Proof. The result follows directly from Assumption 2.4 and Lemma 3.1 with B1 = K�B0(1 + c2).Lemma 3.3. Assume that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 hold. Then there are B5 and �1 > 0 suchthat if z = �P (z) 2 X is such that kekX � �1 thenkP1F 0I(u)\I�(z�)�1P1FI(u)\I�(z)kY � B5(kF(z)kY + kek2Y ):(3.4)Proof. We assume that �1 � �0 with �0 chosen in Lemma 3.1. We set I = I(u) and A = A(u) in thisproof. We let kekY = � � kekX � �1 and kF(z)kY = �. We let J = I� \ I.By Proposition 2.3 jP1FJ (z)j � � +MF (1� �J )jeuj = � +MF�SU jeuj;for all t 2 [0; T ], where SU is the support of (1� �J )eu. Our next task is to study SU .



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 9Assumption 2.3 implies that if we choose �1 < � then u = u� on E = A(u) \ A�. Hence (1 � �J )eu isnonzero only in the set E1 = ([0; T ] n (E [ J)) = (I� \A) [ (I \A�)and hence SU � E1. We consider three cases. First, if t 2 (I� \A) then Hu(p�; x�; u�) = 0. If t 2 (I \ A�)and u�Hu(p; x; u) 2 int(U ), then jHu(p; x; u)(t)j = jP2F(z)(t)j � � and thereforejHu(p�; x�; u�)(t)j � � +MF�:If we now let E2 = ft 2 E1 ju�Hu(p; x; u) 2 int(U )g [ (I� \A)then for all t 2 E2 and B2 = 1 +MF jHu(p�; x�; u�)(t)j � B2(� + �):(3.5)We must consider a third case, that fort 2 E3 = ft 2 I \A� ju�Hu(p; x; u) 62 int(U )g:Since jP(u�Hu(p; x; u))� u�j = jP(u�Hu(p; x; u))� P(u� �Hu(p�; x�; u�))j � (1 +MF )�(3.6)for all t 2 [0; T ], we may reduce �1 if needed so that (1+MF )�1 < � to conclude that if � < �1 and if t 2 E3then u� = P(u�Hu(p; x; u))and hence P2F(z) = (0; 0; u� P(u�Hu(p; x; u)))T = (0; 0; eu)T :(3.7)This implies that j�E3euj � kF(z)kY = �:At this point we havejP1FJ (z)j � � +MF (1� �J )jeuj = � +MF�E2 jeuj+MF�E3 jeuj � (1 +MF )� +MF�E2 jeuj:(3.8)The Banach Lemma, Assumption 2.4, and Lemma 2.1 imply that if � < �� thenkF 0J�1kL(YI ;XI ) � K�=(1� �MF ):Hence, reducing �1 if needed so that �1MF < 1=2, we havek(F 0J )�1P1FJ (z)kY � 2K�((1 +MF )� +MF��(E2)):(3.9)We now estimate the measure of E2. Using (2.4) we see that if t 2 E2 then either t 2 I \A� and from(3.5) dist(t; @A�) � c�11 B2(� + �)



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 10or t 2 I� \A and dist(t; @A�) � c�11 dist(u�(t); @U (t)) � c�11 ju(t)� u�(t)j � c�11 �:Hence, setting B3 = c�11 max(B2; 1)dist(t; @A�) � c�11 B3(� + �) for all t 2 E2.Then Lemma 2.2 implies that �(E2) � B4(� + �)(3.10)where B4 = B3c0c�11 . If we reduce �1 if needed so that MFB4�1 � 1 and set B5 = 2K�(2 +MF +MFB4)then the proof is complete.Lemma 3.4. Assume that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 hold. Then there are B9 and �2 > 0 suchthat if z = �P (z) 2 X is such that kekX � �2 thenkP2ekY � B9(kF(z)kY + kP2ek2Y + kP1ekY ):(3.11)Proof. We assume that �2 � �1 with �1 from Lemma 3.3. Let ep = p� p�, ex = x�x�, and eu = u� u�.We set I = I(u) and A = A(u) in this proof. We let kekY = � � kekX � �1, kP1ekY = �, and kF(z)kY = �.We let J = I� \ I.We de�ne a set S by S = ft ju�Hu(p; x; u) 2 U (t)g:Note that if t 2 S then the third component of F(z) is Hu. Therefore jHu(p; x; u)j � � for all t 2 S.Therefore, since Hu(p�; x�; u�) = 0 on I�, both Hu(p�; x�; u�) = 0 and Hu(p; x; u) = O(�) on the set S \ I�.Hence, for all t 2 S \ I� we have0 = Hu(p�; x�; u�) = Hu(p; x; u�) + O(�)= Hu(p; x; u)�Huu(p�; x�; u�)eu +O(�2 + �):The bound away from 0 of Huu implies that there is B6 such thatk�S\I�euk1 � B6(� + �2 + �):On S \A�, jHu(p; x; u)j � � and henceHu(p�; x�; u�) +Huu(p�; x�; u�)eu = O(� + �2 + �):As for Hu(p�; x�; u�) we know that Hu(p�; x�; u�)(u� u�) � 0:If u� = umax, say, then eu � 0 and therefore Hu(p�; x�; u�) � 0. Hence0 � �Hu(p�; x�; u�) = Huu(p�; x�; u�)eu + O(� + �2 + �):Since eu � 0 we must have jeuj = O(� + �2 + �). Applying a similar argument to the case where u = uminimplies that k�S\A�euk1 � B7(� + �2 + �):



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 11We must now estimate jeuj on Sc = [0; T ] n S. If t 2 Sc we have u � Hu(p; x; u) 62 U (t) and thereforeP(u�Hu(p; x; u)) 2 @U (t). On A�\Sc, u� = P(u�Hu(p; x; u)) if �0 is su�ciently small by (3.6). Therefore(3.7) holds and so k�A�\Sceuk1 � �:On I� \ Sc, 0 = Hu(p�; x�; u�). Since P(u �Hu(p; x; u)) 2 @U (t), either P(u �Hu(p; x; u)) = umax orP(u�Hu(p; x; u)) = umin. If P(u �Hu(p; x; u)) = umax, say, thenju�P(u�Hu(p; x; u))j = ju� umaxj � �:(3.12)Hence umax + � �Hu(p; x; u) � u�Hu(p; x; u) � umaxand therefore Hu(p; x; u) � �. Similarly if P(u � Hu(p; x; u)) = umin, Hu(p; x; u) � ��. Now, if P(u �Hu(p; x; u)) = umax then Hu(p; x; u) � � and therefore� � � u� P(u�Hu(p; x; u)) = u� umax � u� u�:(3.13)Hence eu � ��. Also,0 = Hu(p�; x�; u�) = Hu(p; x; u)�Huu(p�; x�; u�)eu + O(� + �2 + �)� �Huu(p�; x�; u�)eu + � +O(� + �2 + �)= �Huu(p�; x�; u�)eu +O(� + �2 + �)(3.14)Since H�uu � ~� on I� by Assumption 2.4, (3.14) implieseu � ~��1O(� + �2 + �) = O(� + �2 + �):(3.15)We may use (3.13) and (3.15) to conclude that�� � eu � O(� + �2 + �)and therefore eu = O(�+�2+�). The estimate is exactly the same if u = umin. Hence there is B8 such thatk�I�\Sceuk1 � B8(� + �2 + �):This completes the proof with B9 = maxfB6; B7; B8g.Theorem 3.5. Assume that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 hold. Then there are KX ; �0 > 0 suchthat if z = �P (z) 2 X satis�es kz � z�kX � �0 thenkz � z�kX � KXkF(z)kY :(3.16)Proof. We assume that �0 < �1 with �1 by Lemma 3.3. We let kekY = � � kekX � �0 and kF(z)kY = �.We let J = I� \ I(u). By Proposition 2.3 FJ (z�) = 0.FJ (z) = FJ (z�) + Z 10F 0J (z� + tQJe)QJe dt= F 0J (z�)QJe+ Z 10(F 0J (z� + tQJe) �F 0J (z�))QJe dt:(3.17)



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 12We now have, using (3.17),QJe = F 0J (z�)�1�FJ (z) � Z 10(F 0J (z� + tQJe)� F 0J (z�))QJe dt� :(3.18)By Lemma 2.1 the integral term satis�esZ 10(F 0J (z� + tQJe) �F 0J (z�))QJe dtY � LF�2=2(3.19)where LF is the bound in Lemma 2.1 and hence with (2.7)F 0J (z�)�1Z 10(F 0J (z� + tQJe) �F 0J (z�))QJe dtX � K�LF�2:(3.20)It remains to estimate F 0J (z�)�1FJ (z).By Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.2 we havekP1F 0J (z�)�1FJ (z)kY � B10(� + �2);(3.21)where B10 = B1+B5. At this point we can estimate (3.18) using (3.20), (3.21) and kxkY � kxkX for x 2 Xas follows kP1ekY = kP1QJekY � B11(� + �2);(3.22)where B11 = B10 +K�LF .By the de�nition of P2, Lemma 3.4 and Assumption 2.4 we havekP2ekX = kP2ekY � B9(1 + B11)(� + �2):(3.23)From this we conclude with (3.22) that � = kekY � B12(� + �2)where B12 = B11 +B9(1 +B11). Hence, reducing �0 if necessary so that B12� � B12�0 � 1=2,kekY = � � 2B12� and �2 � �2B12� � �:(3.24)In order to obtain an estimate for kekX , not kekY , we use (3.23) and the second two parts of (3.24)kekX � kP1ekX + kP2ekX � kP1QJekX + 2B9(1 +B11)�:(3.25)We estimate kP1QJekX in two parts based on (3.18). Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 2.3 together with (3.24)imply that kFJ(z)kY � kP1F(z)kY +MF k(I �QJ )ekY + B0(kF(z)kY + kekY )� (1 +B0)� + (MF +B0)kekY � B13�where B13 = (1 + 2MFB12) +B0(1 + 2B12):Therefore by Assumption 2.4 kF 0J (z�)�1FJ (z)kX � K�kFJ(z)kY � K�B13�:(3.26)



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 13Hence we can conclude the proof by estimating (3.25) further with (3.18), (3.26), (3.20) and (3.24) to obtain(3.16) with KX = K�(B13 + LF ) + 2B9(1 + B11).As a consequence we have a result on identi�cation of the active set A�.Theorem 3.6. Assume that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 hold. For all �p 2 (0; 1) there is �1 suchthat if kz � z�kX < �1; z 6= z� and �A(z) = ft j jHu(z)(t)j � kF(z)k�pY g(3.27)then �A(z) � A� and there is c� such that�(A� n �A(z)) � c�kz � z�k�pX :(3.28)Proof. Let �1 < �0 as in Theorem 3.5, so that the consequences of Theorem 3.5 hold. Let kF(z)kY = �and kz � z�kX = �. Let LH denote the Lipschitz constant of Hu. For t 2 �A(z) we havejHu(z�)(t)j � jHu(z)(t)j � LH� � ��p � LH� � (K�1X �)�p � LH� > 0if �1��p � K��pX =LH :Hence if �1 � (K��pX =LH)1=(1��p)then t 2 �A(z) implies that Hu(z�)(t) > 0 and therefore that t 2 A�. We now set�1 = min(�0; (K��pX =LH)1=(1��p)):If t 2 A� n �A then, using (2.4) from Assumption 2.3,c1dist(t; @A�) � jHu(z�)(t)j � jHu(z�)(t) �Hu(z)j+ jHu(z)j < LH� + ��p� LH� +M �pF��p:(3.29)This implies that t 2 E� where � = (LH� +M �pF��p)=c1:Hence �(A� n �A(z)) � �(E�) � c0�:If we set c� = c0(LH�1��p1 +M �pF )=c1the proof is complete.The �nal result in this section is that if z is su�ciently near z� then u can be set to u� on �A(z) in a wellde�ned way.Lemma 3.7. Assume that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, and 2.3 hold. Then for all �p 2 (0; 1) there is �2such that if kz � z�kX < �2; z 6= z� and t 2 �A(z) thenju(t)� u�(t)j < ju(t)� w(t)jfor all w 6= u�, w(t) 2 @U (t). Therefore the assignment of u to the nearest of umin or umax on �A is wellde�ned and decreases the X norm of z � z�.Proof. Let �2 � �1 so that the conclusions of Theorem 3.6 hold. If t 2 �A(z) � A� then eitheru�(t) = umax(t) or u�(t) = umin(t). Without loss of generality we assume that u�(t) = umax(t). Lettingkz � z�kX = � we have ju(t)� umax(t)j � � andju(t)� umin(t)j � ju�(t)� umin(t)j � ju(t)� u�(t)j � � � �;where � is from Assumption 2.3. This completes the proof if �2 < �=2.



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 144. The Algorithm. Let z be such that the conclusions of Theorem 3.5 hold and let kF(z)kY = �. Let�p 2 (0; 1) and let �A(z) be given by (3.27). Let �I = �Ac = [0; T ] n �A.Note that if v = Q�Iz + (I � Q�I)(z � F(z)) then vu = u� on �A(z) and hence FI can be computed sincethe value of z� on �A is known.The variant of the projected Newton algorithm that we propose here makes the transition from a currentiterate zc to a new point z+ by setting uc = u� on �A, which is a well de�ned step by Lemma 3.7, and thenapplying a projected Newton iteration with �A(zc) as the active set. The iteration is formally given by thefollowing algorithm.Algorithm 4.1. Algorithm proj newt(F ; zc; z+)1. Compute �A(zc) = ft j jHu(zc)(t)j � kF(zc)k�pY g:2. Set uc = u� on �A(zc).3. Compute the projected Newton steps = �(I � Q�I)F(zc)� Q�IF 0�I(zc)�1Q�IF�I(zc)= �Q�IF 0�I(zc)�1Q�IF (zc)= �(Q�IF 0(zc)Q�I)�1Q�IF (zc):(4.1)4. Set z1=2 = �P (zc + s) and u+ = u1=2, where�P = 0@ I 0 00 I 00 0 P 1A5. Compute x+(t) = R t0 f(x1=2(s); u+(s); s) ds+ x0p+(t) = R Tt Hx(p1=2(s); x1=2(s); u+(s)) dsRemark: The term (I � Q�I)F(zc) in the right side of (4.1) in step 3 of Algorithm 4.1 vanishes becauseof the change in uc on �A in step 2 in the algorithm. We include it in the �rst line of (4.1) to emphasizethe similarity of the algorithm we propose with the projected Newton algorithm in [2]. Hence after theoverwriting of uc with u� on �A in step 2 we need only compute the step on �I . Another e�ect of step 2 is therelation Q�IF�I(zc) = Q�IF (zc);which follows from u = u� on �A.The convergence behavior of the iteration is given by the following.Theorem 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 hold. There are KN > 0 and �3 > 0 such that ifkeckX < �3 and z+ is given by Algorithm 4.1 thenke+kX � KNkeck2�pX :(4.2)Proof. First let �3 � �2 so that the conclusions of our previous results are valid. The proof beginsby estimating kP1e+kX in terms of keckX and kP2e+k. This �rst step reduces the proof to an estimate ofkP2e+kX in terms of keck, which only involves the u-component of the error.



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 15Step 5 of Algorithm 4.1 serves as a smoothing step. By de�nition we have ke+kX = ke+kY +k ddtP1e+kY .Assumption 2.2 yields with a constant B14 > 0k ddtP1e+kY = kf(x1=2; u+) � f(x�; u�)kL1 + kHx(p1=2; x1=2; u+)�Hx(p�; x�; u�)kL1 � B14ke1=2kYSimilarly, ex+(t) = R t0 (f(x1=2(s); u+(s)) � f(x�(s); u�(s)))ds andep+(t) = R Tt Hx(p1=2(s); x1=2(s); u+(s)) �Hx(p�(s); x�(s); u�(s)))ds:(4.3)Hence there is B15 such that kP1e+kY � B15ke1=2kY :Therefore ke+kX � (B14 +B15)ke1=2kY :Step 2 of Algorithm 4.1 forces uc = u� on �A � A� by Theorem 3.6. Q�Is can be viewed as a perturbation ofthe Newton step �s for the map Q�I(F�I(z) �F�I(z�)) from the point zc. We have�s = �Q�IF 0�I(zc)�1Q�I(F�I (zc)� F�I(z�))and �z1=2 = zc + �s satis�es kQ�I�e1=2kX � B16kQ�Ieck2X :(4.4)Here, for this proof, B16 = K�LF =2as is standard for Newton's method.Now, Q�Ie1=2 = Q�I�e1=2 + F 0�I(zc)�1F�I(z�):(4.5)To estimate F 0�I(zc)�1F�I(z�) we note that because �A � A�, I� � �I , F�I(z�) vanishes on I�. F�I(z�) alsovanishes on �A � A� by de�nition. ThereforeF�I(z�) = P2F�I(z�) = 0@ 00��InI�Hu(p�; x�; u�) 1A :Hence, as in (3.9), we may require �3 to be small enough so thatkP1F 0�I(zc)�1F�I(z�)kY � 2K�kF�I(z�)kY �(�I n I�):(4.6)We may estimate kF�I(z�)kY by using the fact thatF�I(z�) = P2F�I(z�)and the de�nition of �A to �nd kF�I(z�)kY � kF�I(z�)� F�I(zc)kY kF�I(zc)kY�MF keckX +M �pF keck�pY� (MF�1��p2 +M �pF )keck�pX :



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 16The fact that �I n I� = A� n �A and Theorem 3.6 imply�(�I n I�) � c�keck�pX :(4.7)From (4.5), (4.6), (4.7) we obtainkP1e1=2kY = kP1Q�Ie1=2kY � kP1Q�I�e1=2kY + kP1F 0�I(zc)�1F�I(z�)kY(4.8)(4.9) � B16keck2X +K�c�(MF�1��p2 +M �pF )keck2�pX � B17keck2�pX(4.10)where B17 = B16�2�2�p2 + c�K�(MF�1��p2 +M �pF ):This gives kP1e+kX � B15B17keck2�pX + kP2e+kX :(4.11)We must now consider the equation for the third component P2z+ of the projected Newton iterate. Ift 2 �A � A� then u+ = uc = u� and the third components of the step, the current error, and the new errorvanish.By (4.1), on �I we havefu(xc; pc; uc)sp +Hux(xc; pc; uc)sx +Huu(pc; xc; uc)su = �Hu(pc; xc; uc):By Taylor's theorem and the fact that fu = Hup we haveHuu(pc; xc; uc)su = �(Hu(pc; xc; uc) +Hup(pc; xc; uc)sp +Hux(pc; xc; uc)sx) = �Hu(p1=2; x1=2; uc)��1;where �1 = R 10 (Hup(pc + tsp; xc + tsx; uc)�Hup(pc; xc; uc))sp+(Hux(pc + tsp; xc + tsx; uc)�Hux(pc; xc; uc))sx dt:By Assumption 2.2 k�1k1 � 2MHkP1sk2Xwhere MH is an upper bound for the Lipschitz constants of fu = Hup, Hux, and Huu.Now, Huu(pc; xc; uc)su = �Hu(p�; x�; uc) + �2;where �2 = Hu(p�; x�; u)�Hu(p1=2; x1=2; u)��1:Since kP1skX � K�� � K�LF keckXand (4.8) implies kHu(p1=2; x1=2; u)�Hu(p�; x�; u)k1 � LHkP1e1=2kY � LHB17keck2�pX ;



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 17we have �2 can be bounded by k�2k1 � B18keck2�pX ;where B18 = 2MHK2�L2F�2�2�p0 + LHB17:We expand Hu(p�; x�; uc) about u� and apply Taylor's theorem again to obtainHu(p�; x�; u) = Hu(p�; x�; u�) +Huu(p�; x�; u�)eu + O(keck2Y )and hence Huu(pc; xc; uc)su = �Hu(p�; x�; u�)�Huu(p�; x�; u�)eu +�3;(4.12)where k�3k1 � B19keck2�pX ;for some B19 > 0.Let ~u+ = uc + su. Equation (4.12) may be rewritten as~u+ = u� � (Huu(pc; xc; uc))�1Hu(p�; x�; u�) � [1� (Huu(pc; xc; uc))�1Huu(p�; x�; u�)]eu +�3:(4.13)Since (1 �Huu(pc; xc; uc))�1Huu(p�; x�; u�))eu = O(keck2Y )we have, for all t 2 �I , ~u+ = u� � (Huu(pc; xc; uc))�1Hu(p�; x�; u�) + �4;(4.14)where k�4k1 � B20keck2�pX ;for some B20 > 0.Since Huu(pc; xc; uc) > ~� for all t 2 �I we have thatu� = P(u� � (Huu(pc; xc; uc))�1Hu(p�; x�; u�));for all t 2 �I. Thereforeu+ = P(~u+) = P(u� � (Huu(pc; xc; uc))�1Hu(p�; x�; u�) + �4)= u� +�5;where �5 = P(u� � (Huu(pc; xc; uc))�1Hu(p�; x�; u�) + �4) � u�satis�es k�5k1 � k�4k1 � B20keck2�pX :



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 18Hence kP2e+kX � B20keck2�pX :(4.15)We combine this with (4.11) to obtainke+kX � kP1e+kX + kP2e+kX� B15B17keck2�pX + 2kP2e+kX� (B15B17 + 2B20)keck2�pX :Setting KN = B15B17 + 2B20 completes the proof.5. Assumptions. In this section we review the assumptions posed in Section 2 and relate them toother conditions used in the context of optimal control problems with ordinary di�erential equations.Since the theory developed uses a L1-framework in contrast to L2, there is no problem in establishingthe proper di�erentiability assumptions of the mappings. Recall that FI : XI ! YI for some measurable setI � [0; T ] with A = [0; T ] n I is de�ned byFI(z) = QIF 0@ px�Iu+ �Au� 1A = 0@ _x� f(x; �Iu+ �Au�; t)_p+Hx(x; �Iu+ �Au�; t)�I (Hu(x; �Iu+ �Au�; t)) 1A(5.1)for z 2 XI . Therefore the derivative is given byF 0I(z)(�) = QIF 00@ px�Iu+ �Au�1A0@ ���I�1A = 0@ _� � fx� � fu�I�_� + fTx � +Hxx� +Hxu�I��I(fTu � +Hux� +Huu�I�)1A(5.2)where � = (�; �; �) 2 X. In (5.2) we have omitted the arguments for the derivatives of the functions.The regularity assumptions in Assumption 2.4 are related to second order su�ciency conditions inoptimal control. In the papers [16] and [15] second order su�ciency conditions of the following type areused. A strengthened Legendre-Clebsch condition is posed with the existence of a solution to a Riccatiequation, both appropriately altered to the case of control constraints. We assume the existence of a solutionZ(t) 2 Rn�n on [0,T] of the Riccati equation� _Z = Zfx + fTx Z +Hxx � (Hxu + Zfu)H+uu(Hux + fTu Z); Z(T ) = 0(5.3)where H+uu is de�ned as H+uu = �IH�1uu�I :Lemma 5.1. Let z� = (p�; x�; u�) 2 X be given. Assume that for I given by (2.6) there exists a solutionZ 2W 1;1n�n[0; T ] of (5.3) and for some � > 0Huu(t) � � a. e. on I:(5.4)Then (2.7) and (2.8) of Assumption 2.4 hold.Proof. For given (a; b; c)T 2 Y 1 let  be the solution of the initial value problem_ � (�fTx +HxuH+uufTu ) = b�HxuH+uuc � Z(a + fuH+uuc); (T ) = 0:(5.5)With  known, denote by � the solution of_� + (fuH+uufTu Z � fx + fuH+uufTu )� = a+ fuH+uuc � fuH+uufTu ; �(0) = 0:(5.6)



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 19De�ne � by � = Z� + (5.7)and � on I by � = H+uu(c� fTu � �Hux�);(5.8)which can be de�ned also as a function on [0; T ] by extension with 0.Then one can verify that (�; �; �)T 2 XI solve the systemF 0I(z�)(�; �; �)T = (a; b; c)T ;(5.9)which proves the surjectivity of F 0I(z�). The continuous dependence of solutions of initial value problemson the right hand side of the di�erential equation allows us to deduce from (5.5) with (5.4) that kkW1;1depends continuously on k(a; b; c)kYI. Using this fact one obtains the same statement from (5.6) for �.Finally, one estimates the L1{norm of � by (5.8) and this altogether yields the estimatekF 0I(z�)�1(a; b; c)kXI = k(�; �; �)kXI � B21k(a; b; c)kYI(5.10)for some positive number B21. This proves (2.7).In order to show (2.8), let S be a measurable subset of [0; T ] and let (a; b; c)T 2 Y1. Then(I �QSc )(a; b; c)T = (0; 0; �Sc)and let (�; �; �)T 2 XI be the solution ofF 0I(z�)(�; �; �)T = (0; 0; �Sc)T = (I � QSc)(a; b; c)T :(5.11)We de�ne  and � as solutions of (5.5) and (5.6), resp., with (a; b; c) replaced by (0; 0; �Sc). Then we obtainfrom the modi�ed (5.5) that for some constant B22 we havekk1 � B22k�S�k1 � B22T�(S)k�k1and a similar estimate follows from modi�ed (5.6) for k�k1. Hence we obtain with (5.11)kP1F 0I(z�)�1(I �QSc )(a; b; c)kYI = kP1(�; �; �)kYI = k(�; �; 0)kYI � B23�(S)k�k1which implies (2.8).The last condition in Assumption 2.4 is a trivial consequence of the assumption on the strengthenedLegendre-Clebsch condition (5.4) in Lemma 5.1 if we choose I properly. We can relax the second ordersu�ciency conditions to hold only on I� under a proper smoothness assumption on the control.Lemma 5.2. Let z� = (p�; x�; u�) 2 X be given such that u� 2 C[0; T ] and let Assumption 2.3 hold.Assume that for I� we have for some � > 0Huu(t) � � a. e. on I�(5.12)there and that there exists a solution Z 2W 1;1n�n[0; T ] of (5.3) with H+uu = �I�H�1uu �I� . Then (2.7) and (2.8)of Assumption 2.4 hold.Proof. Note that p�; x� are continuous as solutions of di�erential equations. With the assumption on u�we have Huu 2 C[0; T ]. Furthermore, Assumption 2.3 yields, that for small �I� = ft 2 [0; T ] j jHu(p�; x�; u�)j � �gwe have that lim�!0�(I� n I�) = 0:



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 20Since by (5.12) the continuous function Huu is greater or equal � > 0 on I�, we can choose � = ~� > 0 smallenough so that for an appropriately small ~�Huu(t) � ~� > 0 on I~� :We have assumed the existence of a solution of the Riccati equation where H+uu has support only on I�. If~� is small enough then the Riccati equation with H+uu and support on I~� also has a bounded solution on[0; T ]. This completes the proof.Next we discuss the statements in Assumption 2.3. For the �nite dimensional case, a typical nonde-generacy condition would require that each component of Hu(p�; x�; u�)i is nonzero if the correspondingcomponent u�i of the optimal control lies in the active set A�. The additional di�culty occuring for thein�nite dimensional problem is that Hu can approach zero in di�erent ways. Here we had to impose arequirement that jHuj grows at a similar rate as the distance from the boundary of the active set when mov-ing away from the boundary. Obviously, this condition reduces to the previously mentioned nondegeneracycondition in �nite dimensions.We can relate (2.4) to a condition on the zeroes of the switching function Hu. A similar condition wasused in [5, Theorem 6.2] and also in [17, (2.14)]. To state this more precisely we prove the following lemma.Lemma 5.3. Assume that for 0 � t1 � ::: � t2r+1 � Tft 2 [0; T ] j Hu(x�; p�; u�)(t) = 0g = r[i=0[t2i; t2i+1](5.13)and that the function g(t) := jHu(x�; p�; u�)(t)j is continuous and has one sided derivatives withg0�(t2i); g0+(t2i+1) > 0 for i = 1; ::; r:(5.14)Then the �rst line of (2.4) in Assumption 2.3 holds.Proof. The assumption (5.13) yields that A� consists of �nitely many subintervals. Let A�i = [t2i�1; t2i]denote such an interval. Then (5.14) implies that there are �;m > 0 such thatg(t) � mjt � t2i�1j on [t2i�1; t2i�1 + �] and g(t) � mjt� t2ij on [t2i � �; t2i]:By de�nition g is positive on (t2i�1; t2i). Therefore, we can choose � > 0 so small thatg(t) � m� on [t2i�1+ �; t2i � �]:With m� = min fm; 2�=(t2i � t2i�1)g we obtaing(t) � mjt� t2i�1j on [t2i�1; (t2i�1 + t2i)=2] and g(t) � mjt� t2ij on [(t2i�1 + t2i)=2; t2i]:;i.e. g(t) � m dist(t; @A�) on A�i .In order to reconsider the second line of (2.4), we need more information about Hu which vanishesidentically on I�. The following lemma addresses a class of problems where the objective function containsa quadratic control term as it is the case in many applications.Lemma 5.4. Suppose that the objective function contains a quadratic control termL(x; u) = �L(x; u) + �2 u2;with some � > 0. If the function fu(x�; u�)Tp� + �Lu(x�; u�) has a nonzero slope when entering and leavingthe active set, then also the second line of (2.4) is true.The form of L implies Hu = fTu p+ �Lu + �u� andu� = � 1� (fu(x�; u�)T p� + �Lu(x�; u�)) on I�:The proof of this lemma is similar to that one given in Lemma 5.3.



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 216. Implementation. In this section we want to touch upon some of the details of the implementationof the algorithm. The unconstrained version of the algorithm presented in the previous sections can be givenas the following system of nonlinear equationsF (z) = F (p; x; u) = 0BB@ _x� f(x; u; t)_p+Hx(p; x; u)Hu(p; x; u) 1CCA = 0BB@ 000 1CCA(6.1)for z = (p; x; u)T which satisfy the boundary conditions x(0) = x0 and p(T ) = 0.The Fr�echet -derivative of F is given byF 0(p; x; u) 0BB@ ��� 1CCA = 0BB@ 0 D � fx �fuD + fTx Hxx HxufTu Hux Huu 1CCA 0BB@ ��� 1CCA(6.2)with D = ddt and all other components as multiplication operators.If one considers the constrained optimal control problem with the corresponding system of nonlinearequations F(z) = 0, then the projected Newton step requires a decision on the set of active indices. In theimplementation we used the rule�A(z) = ft 2 [0; T ] : jHu(z)(t)j � k:5F(z)k�pY g:Then the projected Newton step is computed by solving for (�; �; �) with �(T ) = �(0) = 0QIF 0(p; x; u)QI 0BB@ ��� 1CCA = 0BB@ 0 D � fx �fu�ID + fTx Hxx Hxu�I�IfTu �IHux �IHuu�I 1CCA 0BB@ ��� 1CCA= �QIF (p; x; u) = 0BB@ � _x+ f(x; u; t)� _p� fTx p� Lx��I(fTu p+ Lu) 1CCA(6.3)where I = ft 2 [0; T ] : jHu(t)j < kF(z)k�pY g:The new control is then computed asu+ = P(u+ �I� � �AHu):The intermediate new state and adjoint variable are given by(p1=2; x1=2) = (p; x) + (�; �):If one observes that in (6.3) � and � appear with derivatives, we can derive a di�erential equation for the sumx1=2 = x+� and likewise for p1=2. Hence, a more e�cient way to compute (p1=2; x1=2) is to solve the followingdi�erential equations (all unsubscripted quantities are evaluated along the current values (pc; xc; uc)) :_x1=2 � fxx1=2 = �fxx+ f + fu�I�;_p1=2 + fTx p1=2 +Hxxx1=2 = Hxxx� Lx �Hxu�I�:(6.4)



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 22with boundary conditions x1=2(0) = x0; p1=2(T ) = 0. In addition, if we use the invertibility of �IHuu�I forall t 2 I, then � can be expressed in terms of x1=2; p1=2; x; p:�I� = �(HIuu)+(fTu p1=2 +Hux(x1=2 � x) + Lu);where we substitute (HIuu)+ =8<: (�IHuu�I)�1(t) if (�IHuu�I)(t) 6= 00 if (�IHuu�I)(t) = 0 :(6.5)Hence a linear two point boundary value problem needs to be solved at each iteration: Solve for p1=2; x1=2with p1=2(T ) = 0; x1=2(0) = 0_x1=2 + (�fx + fu(HIuu)+Hux)x1=2 + fu(HIuu)+fTu p1=2= (�fx + fu(HIuu)+Hux)x+ f � fu(HIuu)+Lu;_p1=2 + (fTx �Hxu(HIuu)+fTu )p1=2 + (Hxx �Hxu(HIuu)+Hux)x1=2= (Hxx �Hxu(HIuu)+Hux)x� Lx +Hxu(HIuu)+Lu:(6.6)At the end of each iteration a smoothing step has to be carried out.x+(t) = R t0 f(x1=2(s); u+(s); s) ds + x0p+(t) = R Tt Hx(p1=2(s); x1=2(s); u+(s)) ds(6.7)Termination and the identi�cation of the active set is based on the size of the residual which can be computedas follows:F (z+) = 0BBB@ _x+ � f(x+ ; u+; t)_p+ +Hx(p+; x+; u+)u+ � P(u+ �Hu(p+; x+; u+)) 1CCCA = 0BBB@ f(x1=2; u+; t)� f(x+; u+; t)Hx(p+; x+; u+) �Hx(p1=2; x1=2; u+)u+ � P(u+ �Hu(p+; x+; u+)) 1CCCA(6.8)We also list the size of the step kz+ � zckX which we calculate by (the intermediate iterate x1=2 has acorresponding iterate in the previous step denoted by x�1=2)kz+ � zckX = max fkx+ � xck1 + k _x+ � _xck1; kp+ � pck1 + k _p+ � _pck1; ku+ � uck1g= max fkx+ � xck1 + kf(x1=2; u+; �)� f(x�1=2; uc; �)k1;kp+ � pck1 + kHx(p1=2; x1=2; u+)�Hx(p�1=2; x�1=2; uc)k1; ku+ � uck1g(6.9)We use the following example to illustrate the results: Let0@ _x1_x2 1A = 0@ (1� x22)x1 � x2 + ux1 1A ; L(x; u) = 12(x21 + x22 + u2)and T = 3; x(0) = (0; 1)T . Furthermore let 0 � u(t) � 0:8;



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 23and starting data x0 � (0; 1)T ; p0 � (0; 0)T ; u0 � 0.In Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 we tabulate, for di�erent values of �p the progress of the iteration for theexample above. The two point boundary value problem (6.4) was solved with the trapezoid rule extrapolationapproach used in [11] and the integration in (4.3) was done with the trapezoid rule. A uniform mesh of 1400points was used.For each iterate k we tabulate the norm of the nonlinear residual� = k( _x� f; _p+Hx; u� P(u�Hu))k1the ratio �k+1=��pk, and the norm of the step � = k(pk+1 � pk; xk+1 � xk; uk+1 � uk)k1.We see from the tables that the convergence follows the predictions of Theorem 4.1 until the residual canbe reduced no further as a result of truncation error e�ects. In several numerical experiments with di�erentnumbers of mesh points, a sharp increase in �k+1=��pk seemed to be an indicator that truncation error e�ectswere dominating the computation. Table 6.1�p = 0.6k �k �k=�k�1 �k=��pk�1 �k1 0.8669D+00 0.867 0.867 0.3308D+012 0.1746D+00 0.201 0.207 0.1331D+013 0.1054D+00 0.604 0.856 0.1656D+004 0.7004D-01 0.664 1.042 0.1706D+005 0.3290D-01 0.470 0.799 0.1463D+006 0.9885D-02 0.300 0.595 0.8485D-017 0.1604D-02 0.162 0.409 0.2830D-018 0.1328D-03 0.083 0.300 0.4816D-029 0.3456D-05 0.026 0.155 0.4380D-03Table 6.2�p = 0.75k �k �k=�k�1 �k=��pk�1 �k1 0.8669D+00 0.867 0.867 0.2135D+012 0.1746D+00 0.201 0.216 0.1331D+013 0.7894D-01 0.452 1.083 0.2370D+004 0.3058D-01 0.387 1.379 0.2007D+005 0.5309D-02 0.174 0.993 0.9241D-016 0.2431D-03 0.046 0.629 0.1671D-017 0.1638D-05 0.007 0.432 0.7524D-038 0.1691D-05 1.033 806.927 0.9862D-069 0.1691D-05 1.000 769.034 0.5488D-12



POINTWISE PROJECTED NEWTON METHOD 24Table 6.3�p = 0.9k �k �k=�k�1 �k=��pk�1 �k1 0.8669D+00 0.867 0.867 0.2135D+012 0.1746D+00 0.201 0.226 0.1331D+013 0.6306D-01 0.361 1.460 0.3048D+004 0.1512D-01 0.240 2.187 0.1895D+005 0.9063D-03 0.060 1.715 0.4991D-016 0.3483D-05 0.004 1.044 0.2929D-027 0.1691D-05 0.485 11287.238 0.9399D-058 0.1691D-05 1.000 41449.044 0.3974D-119 0.1691D-05 1.000 41448.895 0.8188D-13With Table 6.4 we want to illustrate the e�ect of Assumption 2.3 on the rate of convergence. If thisassumption does not hold we are no longer guaranteed a local superlinear rate of convergence as in Theorem4.1. In Lemma 5.4 we give a su�cient condition for Assumption 2.3 to be true. For the example underconsideration we have fu(x�; u�)Tp� + �Lu(x�; u�) = p�1which looks like a parabola �(t � 2)2 + 1 with negative curvature. Here we impose only upper bounds onthe controls. If the upper bound is relatively high, like 0:95, the slope of p�1 at the boundary of the active setis small. The assumption in Lemma 5.4 is still satis�ed but we can see a slower rate of convergence locallycompared to an example where the upper bound on the control is set to 0:8 yielding a steeper slope of p�1 atthe boundary of the active set.We have 1400 discretization points and select �p = 0:6.Table 6.4�p = 0.6umax=0.95 umax=0.8k �k �k=�k�1 �k �k=�k�11 0.9107D+00 0.9107D+002 0.1799D+00 0.198 0.2503D+00 0.2753 0.6510D-02 0.036 0.1936D+00 0.7744 0.4760D-02 0.731 0.1215D+00 0.6285 0.2568D-02 0.540 0.5380D-01 0.4436 0.9994D-03 0.389 0.1357D-01 0.2527 0.2761D-03 0.276 0.1707D-02 0.1268 0.5716D-04 0.207 0.1279D-03 0.0759 0.9666D-05 0.169 0.8496D-05 0.06610 0.2229D-05 0.231 0.4072D-05 0.479Acknowledgments. The authors appreciate the work of the two very careful referees.REFERENCES[1] D. B. Bertsekas, On the Goldstein-Levitin-Polyak gradient projection method, IEEE Trans. Autom. Control, 21 (1976),pp. 174{184.[2] , Projected Newton methods for optimization problems with simple constraints, SIAM J. Control Optim., 20 (1982),pp. 221{246.
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